Robustness Analysis of Sliding Mode on DC/DC for Fuel Cell Vehicle
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Abstract

The energy conversion efficiency of fuel cell electric vehicle is high. However, the output characteristics of the current fuel cell tend to be weak and the output voltage fluctuation is apparent, so the DC/DC converter is used for voltage matching and transformation. Through the study on the characteristics of fuel cell in this paper, the main function and topology structure of the on-board DC/DC converter in fuel cell electric vehicle is introduced and the sliding mode control structure is established according to sliding mode control theory. The simulation of the sliding mode controller is performed by MATLAB. The simulation results show that, under the changes in input voltage and load, the fast response and stable output of the on-board DC/DC converter in fuel cell electric vehicle can be realized.
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1. Introduction

Fuel cell is represents a new technique to transform chemical energy of fuel into electrical energy directly. As the energy conversion process is not complex, so the power efficiency is higher than a general coal-fired power plant [1]. In addition, there is no combustion in the power generation process, the by-products, such as heat and water, will not produce pollution. There is no noise generated by the rotating components, the pure water can be drunk and the heat can be used for the symbiosis of vapor and electricity as if it is recycled and disposed appropriately.

With the growing problems of energy shortage and environmental pollution, there are more opportunities for the development of new energy vehicles. Fuel cell vehicle, as a kind of new energy vehicle, is getting more and more attention [2-4]. However, fuel cell vehicle must possess strong maneuverability in the adjustment for different road conditions as the traditional vehicle. The main function of the DC/DC converter as an important part of power system in fuel cell vehicles is to convert nonadjustable DC power into adjustable DC power. Then how to control each parameter of converter effectively is not related to the proper functioning of fuel cell engineer (FCE) and battery management unit (BMU), but related to the power performance, efficiency of energy utilization and reliable running of other control system of fuel cell vehicle. Fuel cell is hard to match with motor driver directly for its soft output characteristics [5-6]. The V-I characteristic curve is shown in Fig. 1. At the initial period of loading in fuel cell, the voltage UFC drops faster. With the increase of load, the current increases and the voltage drops, the falling slope is much larger than ordinary cell. So the output characteristics of fuel cell are relatively soft, for a given load, the output power fluctuation can cause a decline in fuel cell efficiency.

Therefore, DC/DC chopper is needed to add between fuel cell and DC/AC inverter [7-8], so that the fuel cell and inverter can work better. The energy transfer system structure of a typical fuel cell electric vehicle is shown in Fig. 2. The Fig. 2 shows that the energy transfer system consists of a fuel cell engine, auxiliary power system, DC/DC chopper, DC/AC inverter and motor.

Fig. 1 The fuel cell V-I characteristic curve

Fig. 2 The diagram of power systems for fuel cell electric vehicle
The on-board DC/DC converter of fuel cell vehicle requires good robustness and fast dynamic response [9-12]. So a sliding mode variable structure control is proposed in this paper. The controller can adjust the normal movement characteristics, guarantee the system stability, and have a good dynamic characteristic. The effectiveness of sliding mode control is illustrated by simulation analysis.

2. Main Circuit Structure of DC/DC Converter

The main circuit of converter is the foundation and affects the performance of the DC/DC converter directly. As the main circuit structure of DC/DC converter is simple and with high work efficiency, fast response, so the vehicle economy is improved apparently. With its high working frequency and high response speed, it is easy to realize the complex and changeful characteristics of input and output to meet the requirements of different control strategies.

According to the function, DC/DC converter can be divided into three kinds: boost converter, buck converter and boost-buck converter. In this paper, the boost converter is used in the fuel cell vehicle and its principle diagram is shown in Fig. 3.

![Diagram of boost converter circuit](image)

Fig. 3 Diagram of boost converter circuit

The converter waveforms in the continuous current mode (CCM) are presented in Fig. 4. When the switch $S$ is turned on, $I_L$ traverses $L$, the current increases linearly and electric energy is stored in the form of magnetic energy in the inductor. At this moment, the capacitance $C$ discharges, $I_o$ traverses the load and the output voltage $V_o$ is formed at both ends, the polarity is on the negative.

When the switch $S$ is turned off, the anode is cut off from conduction, the magnetic field of the inductance $L$ will change the polarity of the voltage on both ends of the coil $L$ to maintain invariability of $I_L$. Thus the magnetic field of the inductance $L$ will change the polarity of the voltage on both ends of the coil $L$ to maintain invariability of $I_L$. Thus the voltage $V_L$ converted by magnetic energy connects the supply voltage $V_{FC}$ in series and powers the capacitance $C$ and load above $V_o$. When the voltage is above $V_o$, the capacitance $C$ has charging current. When the voltage is equal to $V_o$, the charging current is zero. When $V_o$ has a lower trend, the capacitance discharge to the load to maintain invariability of $V_o$. As $V_L+V_{FC}$ powers the load, $V_o$ is higher than $V_{FC}$, so a boost result is produced.

Using the Faraday law for the boost inductor, $V_o$ can be followed as [13]:

$$V_o = \frac{V_{FC}}{1-u}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $u$ is duty cycle.

![Waveforms of boost converter](image)

Fig. 4 Waveforms of boost converter

The boost converter operates in the continuous conduction mode for $L>L_o$:

$$L_o = \frac{(1-u)^2 uR}{2f}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

3. Sliding Mode Control Theory

3.1 Control Method

Considering the DC/DC converter is single input control system, the state space equation is established as [14-15]:

$$\dot{x} = f(x) + u \times g(x)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $x \in \mathbb{R}^n$, $f(x) \in \mathbb{R}^n$, $g(x) \in \mathbb{R}^n$, $u \in [0, 1]$, $f(x)$ and $g(x)$ are smooth vector fields, $x$ represents a $n$ dimensional vector constituted by system state deviation and its derivative or integral, $S(x) = K^T x (S \in R)$ is sliding mode surface function, $S(x)=0$ is sliding mode surface.

3.2 The Choice of Control Law

Generally after given sliding mode surface function, the system should reach the sliding surface fast through the control switch $u$. The control law $u$ is 0 or 1 for the characteristics of the DC/DC converter itself. That is it belongs to the limited control. There are two switch logics in DC/DC converter as follow [16-17]:

$$u = \text{sign}(x^T K x)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)
The equation (5) is chosen to design the sliding mode surface in this paper, which switch logic should be determined by sliding mode surface function S(x) and accessibility condition $\Delta S < 0$.

### 3.3 Lyapunov Conclusion of Sliding Mode Control

A general conclusion drawn from DC/DC sliding surface design is given by introduction of Lyapunov derivative.

$$L_x S = \nabla S f = \left[ \begin{array}{c} \frac{\partial S}{\partial x_1} \\ \frac{\partial S}{\partial x_2} \\ L_x \\ \frac{\partial S}{\partial x_u} \end{array} \right] f$$

(6)

Lyapunov derivative is the directional derivative of scalar function $S(x)$ along the vector $f(x)$ direction.

1) The existence and accessibility can be obtained by follow.

$$\Delta S = L_x S \nabla S f < 0$$

(7)

2) The necessary condition of sliding mode motion can be obtained by equation (7).

$$L_x S \nabla S f < 0$$

(8)

3) The equivalent control of sliding mode can be expressed as follow:

$$S = 0, \quad \dot{S} = 0 \Rightarrow \dot{S} = L_x S = 0$$

(9)

The equivalent control can be obtained by equation (9) as follow:

$$u_{eq} = \frac{L_x S}{L_x}$$

(10)

4) The necessary and sufficient condition of sliding movement are as follow:

$$0 < u_{eq} < 1$$

(11)

### 4. DC/DC Sliding Mode Control for Fuel Cell Vehicle

As the whole working process, boost converter is the switching between two sub topologies with the characteristics of variable structure, the method of sliding mode control can be used directly for control and analysis without any simplification and approximation.

The state space average model of the boost converter is as follow:

$$\frac{dx_v}{dt} = \frac{1}{L} \left[ V_{fc} - (1-u)x_v \right]$$

$$\frac{dv_o}{dt} = \frac{1}{C} (1-u)x_v - \frac{x_i}{R}$$

(12)

where $x_1$ and $x_2$ are inductive current $I_L$ and $V_o$ of boost converter separately; $u$ represents switching function; fuel cell $V_{fc}$ represents the power supply voltage of boost converter; $R$ represents load resistance.

From the control point of view, it is more difficult that the boost converter is used to control the output voltage. This is the fact that the control $u$ represents in equation (13) and (14). Such a structure suggests a strongly nonlinear system with associated difficult control design. The output voltage of the boost converter depends on control directly. Selecting the control in equation (13) and (14), the sliding mode can be enforced in $s=0$ with the output voltage equal to the reference input $x'_2$.

$$u = \frac{1}{2} \left[ 1 + \text{sgn}(s) \right]$$

(13)

$$S = x_2 - x'_2$$

(14)

Thus,

$$\dot{S} = \frac{1}{2} \left[ 1 - \text{sgn}(S) \right] \frac{x_i}{C} - \frac{x_i}{RC}$$

(15)

If $\Delta S < 0$, after the sliding mode starting, the equation for the current $x_i$ can be achieved via the equivalent control means.

$$\left[ 1 - u \right] = \frac{x'_2}{R}$$

(16)

The equation (16) is found from $s = 0$ and substituted into the first in equation (12).

$$\dot{x}_1 = \frac{V_{fc}}{x_1} \left[ x_1 - \left( \frac{x'_2}{V_{fc}} \right)^2 \right]$$

(17)

It is fact that the equilibrium point $x^*_1 = \left( \frac{x'_2}{V_{fc}} \right)^2 > 0$ is unstable, therefore, the boost converter is not appropriate for the voltage control method, though it can keep the constant of output voltage.

The above state space model can be transformed into bilinear expressions of synchronous switch network for the convenience in sliding mode controller design [18].

$$\frac{dx}{dt} = f(x) + u g(x) + h = Ax + u (Bx + y) + \sigma$$

(18)
where $A$ and $B$ are constant square matrix representing energy vector of constant value, $f(x)$, $g(x)$, $h(x)$ can be expressed as the following form:

$$f(x) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} a_j^j x \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j},$$

$$g(x) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} (b_j^j x + \gamma_j) \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j},$$

$$h(x) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} \delta_j^j x \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j}$$

(19)

Bilinear expression of boost converter is as follow:

$$\frac{d}{dt} \begin{bmatrix} x_1' \\ x_2' \\ \vdots \\ x_n' \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 \\ -e_l & 1 \\ \vdots & \vdots \\ -e_l & 1 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} x_1 \\ x_2 \\ \vdots \\ x_n \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ e_l \\ \vdots \\ e_l \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} b_1 \\ b_2 \\ \vdots \\ b_n \end{bmatrix}$$

(20)

where $x' = I_c \sqrt{L}$, $x'_1 = V_o \sqrt{C}$, $b = \frac{V_{EC}}{\sqrt{L}}$, $e_l = \frac{1}{\sqrt{LC}}$.

According to the equation (19), we can obtain:

$$f(x) = (b - e_l x'_1) \frac{\partial}{\partial x_1} + (e_l x'_1 - e_l x'_2) \frac{\partial}{\partial x'_2}$$

(21)

$$g(x) = (e_l x'_2 - b) \frac{\partial}{\partial x'_1} - (e_l x'_1 - e_l x'_2) \frac{\partial}{\partial x'_2}$$

(22)

Taking inductive current as feedback control quantity, the sliding surface is chosen by using the reference input $x'_1$.

$$S = x'_1 - x'_1 = 0$$

(23)

The equivalent controlled quantity can be obtained as

$$u_{eq} = \frac{e_l x'_2 - b}{e_l x'_2} = 1 - \frac{V_{EC}}{V_o}$$

(24)

The sliding mode area is as follow:

$$R^+(x') = \left\{ x' \in \mathbb{R}^n : x'_1 > b; x'_2 > \frac{b}{e_l}; b > 0 \right\}$$

$$R^-(x') = \left\{ x' \in \mathbb{R}^n : x'_1 < 0; x'_2 < \frac{b}{e_l}; b > 0 \right\}$$

(25)

The dynamic equation of sliding mode is as follow:

$$x'_1 = x'_1, \quad \frac{dx'_1}{dt} = \frac{b x'_1}{x'_2} - e_l x'_1$$

(26)

According to the switch laws of boost circuit, the equation (27) is chosen as switching logic.

$$u = \frac{1}{2} \left[ 1 - \text{sgn}(S) \right]$$

(27)

Therefore, the poles of dynamic system are stable about $x'_2$.

5. Simulation Analysis

Fuel cell vehicle should have good mobility to cope with different condition and the output voltage fluctuation of fuel cell is apparent, the output of the converter should possess the stabilization characteristic when the input voltage and load of DC-DC switching converter are changed. The on-board DC-DC converter of fuel cell vehicle controlled by sliding mode can resist the disturbance from the input voltage and load. The converter output voltage can be stabilized in the specified reference value and the converter possesses fast transient response characteristics. In order to verify the anti-interference ability of variable structure control, block diagram of simulation is illustrated in Fig. 5. The main parameters can be denoted $L=2\mu H$, $C=350\mu F$. Input voltage and output target voltage are 75V and 175V for simulation method separately.

Fig. 5 Block diagram of sliding mode simulation

The output characteristic analysis of fuel cell with the input voltage disturbance is illustrated in Fig. 6. When $r=0.37$, the input voltage is supplied with strong pulse (75V) and the output voltage increased to 250V, the output voltage can be quickly stabilized in a reference value by sliding mode control. Switching function $S$ run into sliding mode quickly after a small amplitude oscillations near $S=0$ when the controller responded 0.05s later.

Fig. 6 Responses of system output with input change

As is illustrated in Fig. 7 at time=0.37s, the output voltage of converter declines from 175V to 80V when the load creates a step change from $14\Omega$ to $6\Omega$. The response
time maintains about 0.1s, so the converter has a good robustness to load disturbance and fast transient response. It can recover the stable output voltage (175V) in a short time, the switch function S stabilizes at S=0. As can be seen from the above simulation test, the on-board DC/DC converter of fuel cell vehicle, which is applied to sliding mode control, can resist the disturbances from the input voltage and load. It can stabilize the output voltage in a reference value and has a fast characteristic of transient response.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, the control method of the on-board DC/DC converter in fuel cell electric vehicle has been developed to design a sliding mode algorithm. The mathematical model of DC/DC converter in fuel cell vehicle is analyzed and the simulation test of anti-interference characteristics is performed under the disturbances of input voltage and load. The convergence of the sliding mode controller is fast and effective. It shows effectiveness and robustness of the sliding mode controller and conforms to the working requirements of the on-board DC/DC converter in fuel cell vehicle.

Fig. 7 Responses of system output with load change
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